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LUxURy
UNDERSTATED

The Aggarwal residence is a home that has it’s owners’ stamp of 
style and personality - simple, warm and culture-infused. 

Let’s take a walk in this splendid home that is designed by Delhi 
based design house Within!

The Home: A family of four 
Rooms: Four bedrooms, lounge,  
formal living room, dining room 
Location: Gurugram 
Decor: India Modern 
Interior Designers: Sonal & Bobbi Tuli, Within 

OWNERS’ PRIDE
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hen we met our clients for the first 
time, what touched us was their 
simplicity, warmth and their love for 
our culture. Hence, we decided to 
create a home with these values as 
the underlying principles,” says Sonal 

Tuli, Co-founder, Within.  
Located in Gurugram, this 3,300 sqft apartment for a family of four 
showcases spaces full of love and beauty which are synonymous 
to Within’s design philosophy. Upon entering, a modern chest of 
drawers in ebony welcomes us, contrasting beautifully with antique 
Indian columns that add their charm.
The brightly lit formal living room has comfortable sitting around 
a masterpiece of a coffee table finished in beaten brass and white 
onyx. Hues of blue and pink contrast with the neutral setting, just       
like the antique art and sculpture contrasts with the modern lamps. 

The magnificent dining chandelier in Murano glass sits atop the 
dining table handcrafted in semi-precious stones. A vibrant blue 
patina mirror adds a little quirk in this sublime setting while the 
brass lotuses lend a divine charm.
Moving into the family areas, we witness an exquisite lounging 
space next to the mandir. A large Pichvai has been used as the 
backdrop of this sacred corner along with large brass wall sconces 
as the ultimate style statement which truly light up this den. The 
cluster of tables with a very intricate and unique inlay, a signature 
piece from Within sits pretty as a focal piece.
Rich textures in wallpaper, fabrics, and rug are the highlights of the 
understated luxury in the master bedroom. While the daughters’ 
rooms are filled with unusual wallpapers and unconventional wall 
arts which are a treat to the eye.
Each corner has been designed with utmost perfection. The beauty, 
simplicity, and attention to detail leaves us in sheer wonderment! 
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